SMID Internet

Can Amazon Disrupt Residential Real Estate Services?

Amazon and Realogy announced the creation of TurnKey, a collaboration aimed at offering post-closing services for homebuyers. TurnKey matches prospective homebuyers with an agent from a Realogy brand (Coldwell Banker, Century21, Sotheby’s, Better Homes and Gardens, and ERA). Upon closing on a home, the buyer receives between $1,000-$5,000 in home services ($1K for $150K-$399K homes, $2,500 for $400-699K homes, $5K for $700K+ homes) from Amazon Home Services (AHS). Buyers can select from services including deep cleaning, handyman, furniture assembly, picture hanging, shelf installing, or TV mounting and are also able to purchase Amazon’s smart home products which would be installed by AHS. TurnKey is live in 15 markets across the US and would expand on its success.

It’s early, so as ZG and RDFN shareholders we wouldn’t necessarily overreact, but we see this move as a greater risk to Zillow than Redfin. This should be a benefit for Realogy [RLGY, Not Rated], as it has struggled to stay relevant in an evolving residential real estate landscape, but it’s still unclear how much of a driver free installation of Amazon products and services would be to home buyers. But at the very least, this should be a stellar lead generation source for Realogy. While for now, Amazon is only offering post-closing services, and it may not yet be enough to entice buyers to chose a Realogy brokerage/agent over a competitor, it opens up the door for greater partnerships. For example, traditional brokerages have been slower to embrace iBuying (something Amazon can clearly fit into its portfolio if it’s aiming for leads for its home technology/installation products).

Negative Impact on Zillow: This is a negative for Zillow and its Premier Agent business, slightly in the near-term but potentially larger long-term. While it’s unclear how many of Zillow’s PAs are Realogy agents, Realogy has nearly 200k agents in the US. This potentially opens up a large competitor for online lead generation dollars, though Zillow’s brand awareness and portal are still immensely valuable. We would beware if Amazon pushes further down this path and enters the iBuying fray, helps create a portal for Realogy, or tacks on mortgage services. Amazon entering the market should be a concern for ZG investors over the long-term, but Realogy has had a host of its own problems, and while Amazon has certainly been disruptive to many industries, it has not always been.

Less Negative Impact on Redfin: While Redfin is not reliant on lead-generation revenue, its "tech-enabled" brokerage competes for eyeballs online. It’s largest benefit remains its portal-like website, innovative offerings (Opendoor partnership, non-agent represented home buying), and its low-fee. We see consumers preferring a 1% fee to a $1-$5,000 discount to installing Amazon services. For example, the Turnkey partnership offers $2,500 in services for a home valued at $400-699k. However, a home seller using Redfin over a full-priced brokerage would save 1.5-2% on seller fees, or up to $8k on a $400k home and $14k on a $699k home. While Redfin’s discount and Turnkey’s promotion are on different transaction sides, we see Redfin’s discounts as compelling enough to keep sellers/buyers in its ecosystem. However, if Amazon does move further into services like iBuying, creating a portal, or offering mortgages, this could be a larger risk to Redfin.

No changes to our ZG Neutral rating or RDFN Outperform rating.
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